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Director of (NEC) 
National Election Commission of Tanzania

We youth from TYVA, we are pleased to forward you the final observation 
report of the TYVA observation mission. That we have named the (TYVA 
Youth Eye on 2020 General Election from Songwe, Mbeya, Mwanza, Pwani 
and Kigoma). The TYVA youth mission constituted 20 TYVA members gender 
being represented equally.

This is the first election for TYVA being accredited to observe, since the 
introduction of the Multiparty system in Tanzania in 1995. Our collective view 
is that there were no general difficulties that we observed that limited youth, 
women, and people with disabilities to participate in these elections. Few 
errors that we observed: we trust that NEC and other election stakeholders 
will be working toward eradicating them to bring equal participation of youth, 
women, and people with disabilities in the election process.

In all five regions that TYVA did send observers our general observation is 
that all citizens had the opportunity to exercise their right of voting. The 
environment was peaceful and conducive for every citizen to Vote. 

We acknowledge the effort, professionalism, and hard work that NEC staff 
and election stakeholders including the government exhibited during the 2020 
general election. We also acknowledge the level of tolerance that citizens have 
also exhibited during the entire election process. 

Our Report contains recommendations that are based on the analysis from the 
findings that our observers captured

Sincerely 

Alfred George Kiwuyo                                                        
Head of Programs                                                               
Tanzania Youth Vision Association                                       

Yusuph Saleh Bwango
Executive Director
Tanzania Youth Vision Association
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Executive Summary

 

The Tanzania Youth Vision Association observers for the 28 October 2020 
general election conducted its observation one day before the election day (27 
of October 2020) and during the election day (28 of October 2020). This is the 
first election for TYVA being accredited to observe, since the introduction of 
the Multiparty system in Tanzania in 1995 and since TYVA was founded in 
2000. 

In carrying out its mission, TYVA acknowledge the support of Individual, 
member, and organization for their support to the success of this mission 
particularly The Global Platforms Kenya (GP Kenya), Action Aid Tanzania 
(AATZ), Fredrich Nauman Foundation (FNF) and MS-Training Centre for 
Development Cooperation and (MS-TCDC)

TYVA assessed the various aspects of the electoral process against the national, 
regional, and international standards for democratic elections that Tanzania 
has committed itself to. To build a comprehensive picture of the conduct of 
the process, the TYVA followed all the standard and regulation provided by 
Tanzania National electoral Commission (NEC)

TYVA observers received comprehensive training preparing before the field 
departure all 20 observers were youth coming from different parts of the 
country. The 20 observers were deployed across the five regions (Songwe, 
Mbeya, Mwanza, Pwani and Kigoma). From 26 October 2020, in each region 
we selected on specific constituents where the observers stationed for the 
three days see table 1 explaining each region constituencies and wards where 
observers were stationed.   
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Table 1: Explaining regions, constituencies, wards, and Polling station where TYVA 
Observed 

Region Constituency Ward 
Songwe Mbozi Itumpi, Mahenje, Mlowo, Shiwinga, Bara, 

Magamba, Igamba, Isansa, Itaka, Nambizo 
and Halungu

Mbeya Mbeya Mjini Forest, Ghana, Iduda, Iganjo, Iganzo, 
Igawilo, Ilemi, Ilomba, Isanga, Isyesye, 
Itende, Itezi, Itiji, Iwambi, Iziwa, Mabatini, 
Maendeleo, Majengo, Mbalizi road, Nsoho, 
Sisimba, Uyole, Nsagala and Nzovwe

Pwani Kisarawe Kibuta and Kisarawe

Kigoma Kigoma Ujiji Gungu, Kagera, Kasimbu, Kasingirma 
Rubuga, Bagwe, Buhanda, Businde, Bu Zeba 
Zeba, Katubuka, kibirizi, Kigoma, Kipampa 
Kitongoni, Machinjioni, Mwanga Kaskazini 
and Mwanga Kusini

Mwanza Nyamagana Buhongwa, Butimba, Igogo, Igoma, Isamilo, 
Mahina, Mbugani, Mirongo, Mkolani, 
Mkuyuni, Nyamagana, Pamba and Kishiri

TYVA observations two days before election day and 
on Election Day, informed the TYVA assessment of 
the electoral process. Electoral reform is a continuous 
process, building on what has worked successfully and 
addressing weaknesses. In our assessment, there were 
considerable organizational, logistical and technical 
elements that we have noticed that need the attention 
of all election stakeholders.

The recommendations of this report provide some 
suggestions which NEC may wish to consider 
improving towards future elections. We appreciate the 
commitment of NEC, and its ad hoc staff members 
and all other government agencies that were involved 
in this election, who showed considerable efforts in 
making sure this election takes place. 

We congratulate our fellow Tanzanian voters for 
showing a high level of patience during the election 
campaign, polling time and result announcement all 
time there demonstrated their love to the country and 
their desire into participating in democratic process.

Our collective view is there was no 
general difficulties that we observe 
that limited youth, women, 
and people with disabilities to 
participate in these elections few 
errors that we observed we trust 
that NEC and other election 
stakeholders will be worked toward 
eradicating them to bring equal 
participation of youth, women, 
and people with disabilities to 
participate in election process.
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Our
Recommendations

1. Improve and invest more into voters’ education even 
for one year before election so as to motivate more 
people to participate in election procedure as well as 
keep on making the process as transparent as possible 
by inviting local and international observers that can 
help to justify what happens during election.

2. Where possible, come with electronic voting procedures 
that will be open to all counter parts so that to avoid 
unnecessary complaints, costs and saving time.

3. Adding visibility to voting papers to allow those who 
cannot see properly to see and be able to vote. 

4. Government should keep on making sure that NEC is 
a free body that is not biased so as to avoid unnecessary 
doubts.

1. Take further steps to improve Youth and women’s 
participation as candidates, both in presidential and 
parliamentary elections.

2. Stop spreading hate and violence mindset. Be honest, 
apply integrity and tolerance in your organization’s 
culture. Every political party should obtain election 
guidelines, laws and government constitution in order 
to have peaceful elections.

For National Electoral Commission

For Political Parties
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The United Republic of Tanzania consists of Tanzania 
mainland (Previously known as Tanganyika) and Zan-
zibar (which involves Pemba and Unguja). After the 
liberation in 1961, Tanzania implemented a single par-
ty-political system under Tanganyika African National 
Union (TANU), which later became Chama cha Mapin-
duzi (CCM) in 1977. 

A multiparty system was established in 1992, when the 
government decided to implement the recommendations 
of the Nyalali commissions, which suggested the 
introduction of a multi-party system and establishment 
of an electoral commission to control the election. 
Therefore, the constitution was revised to reflect the 
introduced changes. Also, the Political Parties Act 
of 1992 was approved to control the formation and 
registration of political parties. Also, the National 
electoral Commission (NEC) was formed under article 
74(1) to control and manage the conduct of presidential, 
parliamentary and councilor elections.

The 2020 Tanzania general elections were the sixth 
since the introduction of the multiparty system in the 
country. Tanzania Youth Vision Association (TYVA) 
was accredited with NEC to observe the general 
elections processes from Campaign stage to the last 
day of the Election process and that is voting and the 
announcement of the winners in different areas in 
Tanzania. The elections were held on 28th October with 
Presidential and National Assembly candidates from 

2020 
Tanzania General Elections

Background

the ruling Chama cha Mapinduzi 
(CCM), and opposition parties 
including Chama cha Demokrasia 
Na Maendeleo (CHADEMA), 
Alliance for Change and 
Transparency- wazalendo (ACT-
Wazalendo), Civic United Front 
(CUF), NCCR-Mageuzi, NRA, 
UPDP, DP, CHAUMA, ADC, 
ADA – TADEA and Demokrasia 
Makini

The campaigns were highly 
competitive between CCM, 
CHADEMA and ACT-Wazalendo. 
CCM and CHADEMA were 
the loudest political parties in 
Tanzania mainland. This was 
revealed during their political 
campaigns the way citizens were 
attending compared with other 
political parties.
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However, the election had claims of conduct as opposition 
claimed that the National Electoral Commission (NEC), 
whose members are nominated by the president, have 
prevented the challenger Tundu lissu from campaigning 
while letting the ruling party leader John Pombe Magufuli 
Campaign. Also, the opposition blamed the electoral body 
for filling ballot boxes to ensure landslide wins for the 
ruling party CCM in both presidential and parliamentary 
elections.

TYVA was accredited to also conduct the Voters Education 
in all Tanzania regions. According to the electoral 
body, 29,188,347 voters were expected to vote in 80,155 
polling stations, but only 15,091,950 had voted with low 
participation of youth in the voting compared to the high 
number of youths participating in the campaigns. The 
presidential elections wwon by the ruling party leader 
John Magufuli from Chama cha Mapinduzi (CCM) to 

extend his leadership from 2020-2025.
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Two days before polling day 
Findings and Analysis

TYVA was accredited with NEC to observe the election 
process and campaigns in Kigoma, Mwanza, Mbeya, Songwe 
and Pwani regions. 

On the campaigns, the TYVA mission observed campaigns of 16 political parties. 
The mission observed the opening, involvement of people, security and closing 
of campaigns in Kigoma, Mwanza, Mbeya, Songwe and Pwani regions. TYVA 
observers had full access and were able to observe freely all campaign activities, 
except for one region, where access had to be negotiated due to wards being very 
scattered to the extent that it was impossible for one person to oversee all those 
allocated places that were arranged from the office.

Opening of the campaigns

Almost all of the arranged campaign stations were opened on time. Except few 
stations such as in Kisarawe (Pwani region) ACT campaign that was scheduled 
to take place at Minaki secondary school did not take place and our findings 
to this matter is as follows after speaking with the head of school of Minaki 
secondary school;

 Minaki Secondary school does not have a ground that can enable 
campaigns to take place.

It’s not permitted to conduct political campaigns on school grounds.

It was Tuesday so it was school day so school activities were on going 
and there was no way a political campaign could`have taken place 
there.  

General elections Campaign Observation:
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Campaigns Inclusiveness

From the mission observations, campaigns involved a lot of people in both 
selected regions. The campaigns were inclusive and attended with the large group 
of youth including women and men. Also, elders and people with disabilities 
were involved during the campaigns. There were few complaints from the people 
during the campaigns in the regions. For example, Mbozi in Songwe region 
observers encountered hesitations questions from the natives who thought that 
they were sent to violate the exercise of the election in their areas. Also, bad 
attitude toward observers, sometimes they got difficult to make them understand 
who they are and what they were doing in their areas, this situation created a 
difficult environment for the observers in executing their activity of observation.

Security 

The environment was peaceful in all observed campaign stations.  Although 
few stations showed the sign of violence during the campaigns. For example, 
at Kasingirima station in Kigoma, an observer noticed that there was impolite 
language from one of the ACT Wazalendo campaign representatives said that 
CCM had planned to ruin their campaign by preparing a group of youth 
responsible for the attack towards the campaign.   In addition, some ward 
councilors won with no competition. This was caused by various factors such as 
other candidates did not meet the criteria to be the candidate. This caused low 
competition, and for that situation citizens rejected to provide cooperation to 
their own councilor due to the fact citizens believed that this was the violation 
of democracy. The presence of security agents such as police played an important 
role in controlling the conflicts raised during the campaigns and succeeded to 
maintain a no violence environment.

Closing of the campaigns

The closing environment of the campaigns were peaceful in all observed stations. 
Observers left the areas stable with no sign of violence or campaign destruction. 
The observers noted that about 90% of all the campaigns were closed on time, 
while 10% did not close their campaigns on time. For example, at Mwanga 
Kaskazini in Kigoma ujiji stations like; Mwanga Center, Block Q Mlole, and 
Uwanja wa Community Center ended their campaigns beyond 06:00 pm EAT 
which is the time set for closing the campaigns
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All the polling stations were opened on time at 07:00 am EAT as directed by 
NEC. Voters were calm and organized. All procedures for polling were observed. 
Agencies from political parties accepted to receive all important documents on 
time. 

The opening had peaceful environment and well conducted, except for some of 
the polling stations such as at Kimani secondary school in Kisarawe region, the 
Agent of opposition party (CHADEMA) was not allowed to enter the poly station 
to conduct the Agent work, was told that they didn’t attach passport size on the 
Agent form so he was not eligible to be Agent and this forced the candidate for 
member of parliament from CHADEMA to go there and act as Agent while they 
were waiting for backup Agent to come and take over.  Also, in Mwanza region 
Observers have heard issues of agents from CHADEMA being disassembled 
from representing their parties in polling stations.

Figure 3:  Long polling stations women were given priority as you can see in 
these images.

Election Day
(Polling, Counting and Results)

On the day of elections, the TYVA mission observed opening, 
voting, counting and result announcements in more than 
300 polling stations in rural and urban areas of 5 regions. 
Mission observers had full access and were able to observe 
freely all the activities during the Election Day.

Opening of the polling stations
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NEC played an important role in ensuring that all the polling stations in the 
regions received equipment and other election materials on time. NEC officers 
including Presiding officers, Directions Clerks and Polling Assistants were 
present during Election Day on every polling station being visited.

The positioning of the polling stations was generally conducive to allow easy 
flow of the voters, except few places which were not favorable.  For example, in 
Mbeya region the number of polling stations were increased and each of them 
had a maximum of 450 voters and this enabled smooth voting as there were 
no long queues and mostly of polling stations was accessible by people with 
disabilities, this facilitated a lot of people to show up ready to vote even before 
the polling centers were opened. While in the Mwanza region at Nyamagana 
constituency mission observers have witnessed very small rooms/tents used as 
polling stations which have no enough space and privacy.

The ballot boxes were transparent in keeping with international best practices and 
were colour-coded to make voters easily distinguishing between the presidential 
and parliamentary elections. However, in Kisarawe region Kimani secondary 
school polling station had complaints from voters for not seeing the names of 
the nominees clearly. 

In all those areas that were observed, election supervisors and political parties 
complained about the small number of people who showed up to vote.  For 
instance in Mbeya town constituency, only 157 people showed up out of 379 
who registered to vote in ….. Polling station . Also in Mbozi constituency in 
…..polling stations  only 168 voted out of 305 registered voters.  In Kisarawe few 
people showed up on the voting day and around 10:00am there were no people 
coming for voting. In Mwanza, Nyamagana constient on the Election Day total 
votes casted were 102,896 out of 348891 registered votes. These results show that 
most of the voters in the regions did not cast their votes. 

Polling stations and election materials

Voters turnout
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Figure 4. We witnessed a few people early in the morning during opening 
hours around 7:00am When this picture was taken.

Voting proceeded smoothly in most of the polling stations observed. NEC officials 
demonstrated good and high levels of competence and compliance with the 
mandated procedures. On both sides, citizens and election supervisors followed 
election procedures that are written on election guidelines. This included 
opening the center on time, calling voters’ names loudly, involving political 
parties’ representatives on every issue that was going on including introducing 
everyone that was entering the polling station including observers. 

Although voting procedures were conducted peacefully in some of the polling 
stations, but it was different in some of the areas. In Kigoma at Kasingirima 
there was a resistance in polling station 1and 2 near the ward’s office. People 
complained that there was an individual entered in the polling stations with 
the bag containing money and votes. Also, at Gungu (polling stations) there was 
the existence of violence during voting. All situations were under the control of 
police who arrived and were able to calm the situation in the areas.

Voting Procedure
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In some polling stations such as at Mwanga Kaskazini in kigoma ujiji the 
political parties’ agents were given a chance to vote first and start observing the 
voting process within the polling station.

Every citizen who is eligible to vote was given a chance to vote as per their 
registration in the voter’s ledger. Some voters did not find their names in the 
voter’s ledger. For instance, in Kigoma ujiji, voters did not find their names 
and that leads them not to participate in voting during the election.  Also, some 
people migrated from their previous areas and were not able to vote.  

Also, in Kisarawe Chanzige Primary School poly station had complaints that the 
list of voter’s names was not posted to the notes board instead a person had to go 
and check his/her name to the one who was directing voters.

People living with disabilities and elders could be assisted to vote on their 
willingness to choose who they wish to assist them. For example, in Mbeya 
town constituency all polling stations supervisors were best to control the use 
of electronic devices, giving elders priorities and showing cooperation to all 
counterparts.

In all the polling stations, People living with disabilities, elders and expectant 
mothers were given first priorities to vote on their willingness to choose who 
they wish to assist them. For instance, at Nyamagana constituency in Mwanza, 
TYVA have witnessed PLWD’S, Women, Pregnant women and women with 
babies given priority and assistance needed. Also, most polling stations were 
accessible by people with disabilities. 

Almost all the polling stations observed a low number of youths participating in 
the voting process. Number of youths was extremely low compared to the days of 
campaigns. However, TYVA have witnessed youth contesting for political positions 

Participation of Youth, Women and Minority 
groups on Election Day
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on the level of Ward councilor and Member of Parliament. For example, John 
Pambalu was contesting for the parliamentary representative for Nyamagana 
Constituency. He is from CHADEMA, and chairperson for CHADEMA youth 
wing- Baraza la Vijana Chadema (BAVICHA). Also, candidates for Pamba and 
Nyamagana ward were both young.

Women were observed in large numbers participating in the process, as voters, 
polling officials and observers except as party agents where they were less than 
one-third. For instance, at TYVA have witnessed the absence of women and 
young girls contesting on ward councils and constituency level.

Despite violence in some of the polling stations (See Section d), the environment 
was peaceful in all observed polling stations. The presence of security agents 
such as police and security guards form private company SGA was noted in at 
most observed polling stations, and their conduct was generally professional.

The closing and counting process environment were peaceful in all observed 
polling stations. In Mbozi constituency, security was maintained, and chaos 
that emerged while waiting for results in some areas in the Ward were settled 
by police officers (Patrol). The TYVA observers noted that more than 90% of 
observed polling stations closed on time. While 10% extended the time for the 
remaining voters to vote to finish the line.

The counting took place in the polling stations, immediately after the conclusion 
of voting and closing procedures. After counting off all the votes, presiding 
officers recorded the results in the result forms and requested polling agents to 
sign. However, in some polling Stations for instance Mbeya town constituency 
different from other political parties, CHADEMA representatives were sensitive 
and rude in polling stations and supervisors. Despite transparency on votes 
counting whereby everyone including an observer were involved, counting votes 
loudly by all people who were there and CHADEMA representative confirming 
the numbers on their documents, yet at the end they refused to sign and accept 
the results.

Security

Closing and Counting Procedures
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In the presidential elections, John Magufuli (CCM) won against Tundu Lissu 
(CHADEMA), with a landslide win of 84% against 13.4%. However, Tundu lissu 
and other opposition party members rejected the results claiming it involved 
fraud and demanded a repetition. Ms. Samia Hassan Suluhu extended his 
position to continue being the first woman vice president of the country for the 
second time. Voter turnout was 50.72% (15,091,950) and invalid votes represented 
only 1.73% of all the casted votes.

CCM won the parliamentary election, with a larger majority compared to the 
previous elections. It garnered 99% of the selected seats, out of 71% selected seats 
in 2015.

Table 2. Illustrating winners by constituency and gender for the member of 
parliament who won from the constituencies where TYVA Observed 

Region Constituency Gender Disability   Age 

Songwe Mbozi Male No 35+

Mbeya Mbeya mjini Female No 35+

Kigoma Kigoma Ujiji Male No 35+

Mwanza Nyamagana Male No 35+

Pwani Kisarawe Male No 35+

Election results
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Conclusion

The 28th October 2020 general elections in the United Republic of Tanzania were 
an important step in the democracy and stability of the country. TYVA commend 
the people of Tanzania for their commitment to the process and the wisdom 
they have demonstrated during the election period, particularly in safeguarding 
peaceful and credible electoral processes. Also, commended all candidates who 
demonstrated leadership by committing themselves to peaceful elections. TYVA 
also appreciated the professionalism displayed by security agencies in providing 
strong security measures for the elections throughout. The TYVA concluded that 
the 2020 general elections were clean, free, and fair elections conducted in a 
generally peaceful environment.
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